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MF industry's exposure to certificates
of deposit up sharply since October
Industry players say banks have ramped up mobilisation via CDs in recent months amid
pick-up in credit offtake
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The mutual fund (MF) industry’s exposure to bank certificates of deposit (CDs) has surged
nearly fourfold since October, from just Rs 48,576 crore to Rs 1.76 trillion at the end of last
month. Industry players say banks have ramped up mobilisation via CDs in recent months
amid pick-up in credit offtake.
Expectations of lower deposit growth and increased credit costs amid inflationary pressures
have also driven banks to issue CDs over the past few months. “The interest-rate cycle is
turning. In such a scenario, liquidity is drying up. Also, banks are being ...
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encouragement and constant feedback on how to improve our offering have only made our resolve and
commitment to these ideals stronger. Even during these difficult times arising out of Covid-19, we continue to
remain committed to keeping you informed and updated with credible news, authoritative views and incisive
commentary on topical issues of relevance.
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offering you even better and more relevant content. We believe in free, fair and credible journalism. Your support
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